ABSTRACT Scientific scale forecasting of multi-type electric vehicles (EVs) is critical to accurately analyze the planning and operation of battery-swapping stations (BSSs) and charging stations (CSs). This paper predicts the proportions of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), and battery-swapping electric vehicles (BSEVs) in the total EV fleet in multi-scenarios via a system dynamics (SD) method. Relying on the predicted evolution scale of the BSEVs and the service demand of BSSs calculated by the service radius (SR) method, an improved differential evolutional algorithm combing with Monte Carlo searching (IDEA-MCS) method is proposed to obtain the optimal location of BSSs in a certain region in Beijing, which achieves an economic optimum of BSSs under the battery-swapping mode (BSM) via centralized charging and unified distribution (CCAUD). The analytical results show that the proportion of the BSEVs in different scenarios is the major driver that impacts the location of BSSs. The distribution of BSSs' BS demand in the optimistic scenario is more inhomogeneous than that in the other scenarios. In addition, a cross-comparison of optimal profits in different scenarios is conducted to verify the optimality of BSS locations for a given scenario. Finally, the proposed IDEA-MCS method is compared with the DEA method and IDEA method to verify its optimality.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the representative renewable vehicles, electric vehicle (EV) has attracted significant attentions for the potential environmental benefits. Meanwhile, the EV industry has become an important part on promoting the development of renewable energy industry and accelerating the transformation of energy structure [1] . Currently, two categories of EVs are available on the market, which are hybrid EV (HEV) and all-EV (AEV) [3] . For AEVs, plug-in EV (PEV) and battery-swapping EV (BSEV) are two main types of AEVs. In the transitional process on realizing the transformation of energy structure, driving HEVs powered by both gas and electricity would be cheaper and more environmentally friendly, compared with traditional internal combustion engine vehicles [4] . Meanwhile, for the demand of electric energy supply, direct charging mode (DCM) is a popular mode for PEVs and HEVs, because the charging facilities are more accessible. However, the disordered charging of EVs by DCM will make adverse impacts on the power grid operation, including fluctuations of load, voltage, and frequency [6] . To this end, the battery-swapping mode (BSM) shows obvious advantages as an alternative way compared with DCM [7] . On the one hand, the EV users need not to purchase batteries directly so the initial purchase price of BSEV is lower for them. Moreover, a systematic battery management achieved in BSM contributes to the effective maintenance of batteries and the extension of the battery lifetime. On the other hand, EV users spend only several minutes to swap batteries in a battery-swapping station (BSS), while typically it will take several hours for slow direct charging (DC) or at least tens of minutes for fast DC in DCM [8] . Besides, several regions and companies in China have been spreading BSM [9] - [11] . For example, 27 BSSs were taken into operation by 2014 in Hangzhou, which have served 723 EVs [9] . 253 electric taxis had been served by BSSs in Haikou by 2014 [10] . Additionally, the State Grid Corporation of China proposed a development strategy for BSSs in 2012, and 191 BSSs had been constructed by the end of 2015 [11] . Specially, a BSM via centralized charging and unified distribution (CCAUD) for batteries was proposed in 2011 [16] . A centralized charging station (CCS) is built for charging batteries and then distributes the full-charged batteries to each BSS, which could further release the power system's pressure caused by the decentralized charging of EVs. Therefore, BSM is becoming an important way to replenish energy for EVs [12] .
From 2000 to 2017, the car ownership has increased to a historical high level in China. Especially, the scale of vehicles in Beijing is sharing a rapid rising speed during this period, which increased from about 1 million in 2000 to more than 6 billion in 2017 [13] . However, currently the EV scale is still small. Both BSM and DCM indicate a low profitability even promoted by the government incentives. Therefore, all categories of EVs need to be improved by developing profitable business models and expending local EV market scale [14] . While analyzing the problems of EVs, many studies assume that the EV scale is fixed [15] - [17] or the upper and lower bounds on the number of EVs are given [18] . Obviously, these assumptions on the EV scale are rough. As BSM is in the early stage of development, the BSSs for taxis and buses are relatively easy to extend, considering the utilization ratio of BSEV and investment cost of BSS. Some researches of BSSs focus on taxis [19] , [20] , buses [21] - [23] , and a combination of two [24] . However, the scale of taxis and buses only takes a small portion of the whole vehicle population. The analysis of BSS based on the scale of EVs, including private EVs is rather limited. Because the simplified models linearize or over-simplify the evolution process of EV scale, such studies are not accurate enough. To this end, a reliable and accurate prediction of EV scale needs to be conducted first. In view of the issue of EV scale prediction, relevant researches have been carried out [25] - [33] . Among them, system dynamics (SD) method [25] , [26] , multi-agent method [27] , [28] , analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and logit method [29] , [30] are used to predict the EV scale, and the evolutional algorithm (EA) dynamics including SD method is proved to bring great values in application [31] . Meanwhile, policies, consumers' willingness, batteries, and some other relative influences are taken into consideration according to corresponding proportion weights. As an example, multi-layer correlation information is extracted from a limited number of questionnaires through matching the probabilistic distributions of their willingness [32] . Most analyses on predicting EV scale regard all EVs as a single type. Thus, the predicted results cannot reflect specific scales of BSEV, PEV, and/or HEV. Before dealing with the problems of BSSs, an accurate predicted BSEV scale will help conduct more precise and optimal studies of BSS related problems, which will be valuable for investors and governments as well.
After that, with a given reasonable BSEV scale, the geographical distribution problem is mostly considered to deal with the BS demand of BSSs [33] , [36] . Some researches focus on the location-routing problems between BSSs and BSEVs to satisfy BS demand as much as possible via optimization algorithms [33] - [35] . Besides, the customers' behavior and psychology are considered to evaluate customers' satisfaction with purchasing EVs [36] . Considering the high investment and a small BSEV scale at present, the accurate data of geographical distribution of traffic flow will contribute to estimate the BS demand of BSSs and optimize the location of BSSs.
Some studies have been carried out on the optimal problems of BSSs or CCSs. An equilibrium framework is proposed to optimally deploy the public charging stations for PEVs while considering public charging opportunities, electricity price, destination and so on [37] . To optimize locations of CCSs among BSSs in the network, a multiobjective programming model is proposed, in which three non-homogenous objectives are considered and calculated by the NSGA-II algorithm [38] . In addition, optimal strategies have been proposed based on different types of objectives and constraints to mitigate high energy losses, enhance the stability and reliability of operation, or improve the economy of investment and operation in distribution system or microgrid (MG) [39] - [45] . However, only a few studies consider the collaborative location of multiple BSSs. According to the above studies, considering the lack of scale evolution of multi-type EV and location of multiple BSSs, this paper proposes an optimal approach for the location of multiple BSSs in a certain region, which combines with a prediction of multi-type EV scale and a calculation method of BS demands under the BSM via CCAUD. The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 1) The scales of multi-type EVs are predicted in multi-scenarios via SD method, which derives precise prediction of BSEV scale that can be used for the optimal location of BSSs in a region. 2) A service radius (SR) method is proposed for estimating the regional service demands of BSSs while considering the regional vehicle proportion and traffic flows, as well as temporal and spatial distributions of vehicles based on the BSEV scale in different scenarios.
3) An improved differential evolutional algorithm combing with Monte Carlo searching (IDEA-MCS) method is presented for the multi-objective optimal collaborative location of BSSs in a real region. Considering the operating profits of BSSs and the initial investment cost, the locations and profits of BSSs in different scenarios are analyzed. The IDEA-MCS method is finally compared with IDEA method and DEA method to illustrate its improved optimization performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section III introduces the SD method for predicting multi-type EV scales. Section IV proposes a SR method for estimating BS demand of BSSs while considering the spatial-temporal distribution of traffic flows. Section V presents an IDEA-MCS method for the regional optimal location of BSSs. Section VI calculates the scales of three types of EVs in three evolutional scenarios as well as optimal location and profit results of BSSs in different evolutional scenarios based on the data of Beijing City in China. The results of IDEA-MCS method are compared with DEA method and IDEA method. Finally, the discussion, conclusion, and prospect are described in Section VII.
II. MULTI-TYPE EV SCALE EVOLUTION ANALYSIS BY SYSTEM DYNAMICS METHOD
SD method combines control theory with feedback theory to study the structure and behavior of system feedback, which was proposed by Forrester in the 1960s. Its main idea is to form a whole system based on a given goal by the organic combination of multiple interdependent factors. The system includes multiple independent factors, which are linked to certain extent to constitute a feedback system. Any complex system can be decomposed into several subsystems, while each subsystem contains state variables, rate variables, and auxiliary variables. The interaction between external factors and internal factors constitutes the driving force of system development, which can be quantified by causality. The main characters of the SD method are the combination of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis, the rational abstraction of the problem on the basis of statistical data, and the construction of relevant equations to obtain accurate data results [46] .
A. SELECTION OF MULTI-TYPE EV SCALES BY SD METHOD
The scale evolution of EVs is complex, which is affected by various factors such as economy, technology, policy, infrastructure for charging/BS, environmental protection pressure, and so on. Based on the data of the EV purchase intention survey [25] , the factors such as endurance mileage, driving price, purchasing price, and charging/BS time are selected. Meanwhile, after-sale service, charging/BS accessibility, as well as utilization years of EVs are considered as higher priorities of consumers. After-sale service mainly refers to the cost of replacing the battery after purchasing an EV. These 7 factors are chosen as the preference factors of EVs. Because importance degrees of these individual factors are different, the weights of different factors are as shown in Table 1 suggested by [47] . Besides, the ratios of five preference factors are acquired from existing survey [25] and the other two are shown in Table 2 , in which the weight ratios of utilization life and after-sale service are based on the statistical results of 216 questionnaires.
As three types of EVs are considered, the model is separated into three parts including PEV, HEV, and BSEV, which are connected by the preference factors of EVs. Each part is composed of three submodules, including EV demand module, electricity price, charging/BS facility module, and EV preference factor module. Figure 1 shows the SD model of EVs. The coupling relationship among three parts of preference factors is shown in (1). PF PI , PF H , and PF BS respectively represent the preference factors of PEV, HEV, and BSEV.
B. EV DEMAND MODULE
Each kind of EV scale EV Class (t) is decided by the scrap amount EVS Class (t) and purchase amount EVP Class (t). EVS Class (t) is influenced by utilization years UY Class (t) and EV Class (t). EVP Class (t) is decided by EVA(t) and preference factor of EVs PF Class (t). Subscripts P, H, and BS are respectively used to represent variables for PEV, HEV, and BSEV. The relative equations are shown as in (2)- (4).
C. ELECTRICITY PRICE AND CHARGING/BS FACILITY MODULE
This submodule mainly includes two parts of electricity price and charging/BS facilities. On the one hand, considering that EP C (t) is relatively stable, the retail electricity price EP R (t) is determined by charging/BS profit margin C PM and EP C (t). EP C (t) is determined by PSE(t), CC Class , and IOC Class . Considering that HEV is powered by both electricity and gas, MI H is larger than 1. BSEVs and PEVs are only powered by electricity. Thus, MI BS and MI P are equal to 1. Different IOC Class indices of quick charging piles, slow charging piles, and BSSs are provided in [48] . The government will provide 30% subsidies of the facility investment for the operation business [65] , which is expressed by PSI(t). The relationships of these variables are shown in (5) and (6). On the other hand, CFA Class (t) is determined by the number of charging/BS facilities in the former year CFA Class (t − 1), PA Class , and EVPR Class , which is shown in (7) . If the actual vehicle pile or vehicle station ratio AVPR Class , which is established by EV Class (t) and CFA Class (t), is larger than EVPR Class , CFA Class (t) will be solely determined byPA Class . Otherwise, an additional part of facilitiesEXA Class will be added.
D. EV PREFERENCE FACTOR MODULE
As the factors are demonstrated in section A, PF Class (t) is determined by 7 main factors, which are endurance mileage EM Class (t), charging/BS accessibility CA Class (t), charging/BS time CT Class (t), utilization life UL Class (t), after-sale service RBE Class (t), purchase price PP Class (t), and driving price DP Class (t). These factors are indexed from 1 to 7 in order. EM Class (t), CT Class (t), and UL Class (t) are separately affected by the related coefficient of technology development TD EM (t), TD CT (t), and TD UL (t). The function of technology maturity shows regularity [49] . Thus, the improvement percent of EM Class (t), CT Class (t), and UL Class (t) are separately driven by TD EM (t), TD CT (t), and TD UL (t). TD EM (t), TD CT (t), and TD UL (t) are all set to 7% in each year [49] . In addition, the UL Class (t) of PEVs, HEVs, and BSEVs are different, which are mainly determined by battery life. Thus, the UL Class (t 0 ) of PEVs, HEVs, and BSEVs are respectively set to 7 years, 8 years, and 10 years. t 0 represents the initial year. Besides, the battery of BSEV is rent and the battery can keep a relative higher capacity, which is set as 80% [24] . RBE Class (t) increases with EV Class (t). PP Class (t) is mainly determined by policy subsidies PPS Class (t) in the short time and influenced by TD PP (t). Finally, DP Class (t) is composed of EP R (t) and retail gasoline price GP R (t). All descriptions related to the factors are shown as in (8)- (16) . β i (t) is the conversion coefficient corresponding to factor i. The smaller the number i, the larger weight the factor. θ EP and θ GP are the conversion weights of EP R (t) and GP R (t).
Class (t) = UL Class (t)β 4 (t)TD UL (t) (13)
Combining three parts of modules with three kinds of EVs, the stock-flow diagram for EV scale simulation is built via VENSIM and shown in Figure 2 . 
III. SPATIAL-TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF BSEV SERVICE DEMAND BY SR METHOD
Service capacities of most energy supply stations are determined by their accessibility, when the market is stable and fair. For BSS, its accessibility mainly depends on the distance between BSSs and BSEVs. When the BS price is stable in a certain area, the closer the BSEV is to the BSS, the higher the BSS service accessibility will be. Thus, the service radius of BSS R BSS is defined as an adaptive index for ruling the service capacity of BSS. The BS possibility P BS for a BSEV driver to swap battery is determined by the number of BSS and the distance to BSS. When there is only one BSS in a certain location, distance will be the unique constraint. The maximum service radius R max is used to evaluate the service accessibility of a BSS, which means a BSEV driver will not choose this BSS once the distance between BSEV and BSS is beyond R max . When the service radius is smaller than R max , P BS will be influenced by the service radius. Figure 3 shows a relationship between number of BSSs and their service radius according to the left ordinate [29] . In different service radiuses, the number of BSSs can approximately reflect the P BS of BSSs. According to Figure 3 , R max is set to 5km, and the ratios of P BS against different service radiuses are shown in Figure 3 by exponential fitting. Besides, the service capacity of BSSs is not only related to the actual distance between BSS and BSEVs. If the service ranges of different BSSs are overlapped, they will share these common BSEV resources together. For a BSEV driver, if there are two or more accessible BSSs at one location, all these BSSs can probably be chosen to serve according to the corresponding possibilities in terms of P BS of each BSS. Meanwhile, these accessible BSSs will contribute to improving the service accessibility of corresponding locations.
The service accessibility factor F j SC,i can be determined in (17) . In (17), D BSS represents the distance from a certain location to one BSS. L is the total optimal planning locations of BSS. k is correlation coefficient, which is set to 0.095. i and j separately represent the ith accessible BSS and jth selectable planning location.
In order to calculate the service accessibility of each location, all BSSs in the entire area need to be considered together. The contributions of all accessible BSSs to the jth location are shown in (18) .
As the demand for promoting the sustainable development and execution of the relative renewable policies, a high coverage area range of BSSs is the major premise. Thus, the service range is an important factor when determining locations of VOLUME 7, 2019 BSSs [50] . To this end, the coverage range percent of BSSs C R,BSS is set to balance the F j SC of BSS. After the locations of BSSs are determined, C R,BSS can be calculated. In (19) , C j R is used to determine if there are accessible BSSs in location j. C R,i and P R,BSS can be calculated as in (20) and (21) . C R,i means the service degree of the ith BSS within the entire region. C R,Total represents the total number of all selectable locations in the entire region.
When a BSEV is looking for BS service, a closer BSS is more likely to be considered. In a region, once the scale of vehicles is large enough, this proximity principle will be more prominent and obvious. Based on this consideration, the real-time service number of BSEV is directly related to their passing traffic flow. In order to estimate service number of BSEV, the temporal-spatial distribution of traffic flows needs to be determined first. The trip modes and energy supply process of BSEV are similar to the traditional vehicles because of the short BS time. Thus, the real traffic flow can generally reflect the BSEV traffic flow. The spatial distribution possibilities of BSEV for each location are calculated as in (22) .
As the demand for calculating the regional BSEV scale, the BSEV amount must be obtained at first. Considering the regional process of sustainable energies and competitions among different businesses, the distribution of BSEVs Tj BS in each location can be calculated via (23) . S EV , I Re , I Co , and N BS respectively represent extension coefficient of EVs, regional index, competitive index, and the predicted BSEV scale.
Combining the Fj SC of BSSs and regional BSEV amount, the service quantity of BSEVs in each BSS is shown in (24) and (25) . F Loc,i and S BSS,i respectively represent the scope of service ratio and the BS demand of the ith BSS. C i and N respectively represent service region of each BSS and the total number of BSSs. C R,max is the maximum range of BSS. C L,out is the overrange coefficient, which is used to describe the service range of BSSs beyond the region allowed for locating. C L,out is set to 0.7.
Besides, the service capacity of BSS is limited by BS speed and BS quantity per unit time. Normally, it takes about several minutes for a BSEV to swap battery and each BSS owns about 2-4 BS lanes [24] . Thus, the maximum quantity for each BSS in an hour can be calculated via (26) . T hour and L BSS are separately set to 4 minutes and 2 lanes. In addition, the service quantity for each BSS should not exceed Q max in each hour.
IV. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL LOCATION MODEL OF BSSS A. INVESTMENT AND OPERATION COSTS OF BSSS
The investment cost is one of the most important parts for the optimal location of BSSs. Before the construction of BSSs, the initial planning investment and post operation investment are two major parts. On the one hand, the initial planning investment of BSSs mainly includes land cost and equipment cost. Assuming that the planning standards and service strategies of individual BSSs are the same, the equipment cost and operation cost are stable. Thus, the land cost will be the major factor to be optimized. The land cost generally depends on the coverage size S Land and land price per unit C Land , which is shown in (27) . Another part of investment cost is BSS equipment cost, mainly including construction cost and battery cost. Thus, the investment of land cost I In can be calculated in (28) [42] .
The cost for purchasing additional batteries and the degradation cost of batteries in BSSs are also considered. It is assumed that each BSS always has available fully charged batteries when a BSEV comes in. The estimated minimum battery stock is set to 0.1C. C means the battery capacity. It is shown that the lifetime of a battery mainly depends on the number of charging times, the depth of discharge, and the speed of charging [56] . CCSs generally have higher charging efficiency than that in BSSs, as the number of charging units in BSS is limited. Generally, the battery life is about 550 cycles in BSM [57] . Then, the battery cost for each BS H B in terms of battery degradation is calculated as in (29) . C B means the battery purchasing price.
To satisfy the specific requirements of BSS construction, each BSS needs to equip with more than 28 batteries for swapping demand [42] . Thus, the total investment I Total converted in each year can be calculated as in (30) , where r 0 means discount rate and y c means the year of depreciation. r 0 and y c are separately set to 7% and 15 years.
Besides, the costs for both consumers and suppliers in each BS are composed of two parts, which are battery and electricity. For consumers, according to an existing operation mode [58] , they mainly afford battery rent cost and BS service cost. The rent cost is generally fixed and the BS service cost mainly depends on traveling mileage. The cost for suppliers is related to battery purchasing, electricity price, and operation cost. Thus, the weekly sales volume C Pro,per and operating cost C Op,per for a BSEV can be obtained as shown in equations (31 
Before calculating the total profits in a long term, the annual converted investments of land and equipment cost need to be considered as well. Thus, the annual converted profit P An is shown as (33) .
(1 + r 0 ) y c (32)
B. ECONOMIC OPTIMAL LOCATION OF BSSS BY IDEA-MCS METHOD
After analyzing the service capacity as well as investment and operation cost of BSSs, the regional optimal location problem of BSSs aims to seek the locations of BSSs while satisfying the maximum annual profits and the maximum coverage range of BSSs, which is mainly limited by the coverage area of BSSs, the distribution of land price, and traffic flow. Thus, it is a multi-objective optimization problem. In order to obtain the optimal locations of BSSs, the calculation accuracy is the major concern, which directly determines the service range and future profitability of BSSs. Because of the highly irregular distributions of land price and traffic flow, it is extremely difficult to derive exact results by analytical methods. To simplify the calculation process and promote the practicability of the model, the intelligent algorithm is widely used to search for optimal results [59] .
However, once the problem presents a complex solution domain, it could be easily trapped into local-optimization. Improvements in searching scope and accuracy are presented in some studies [60] - [62] . In addition, another set of choices is ergodic methods, in which the most representative method is Monte Carlo method. It could provide solutions with higher quality, while sacrificing more computing time. Thus, simply using intelligent algorithms or ergodic method is unreasonable, and an IDEA-MCS method is established combing intelligent method with Monte Carlo method.
1) INITIALIZATION
The individuals of the entire population are two-dimensional coordinate values of BSS positions. The constraints of service range and non-overlapped locations of BSSs in the same population are considered. Then, C R,BSS is limited to no less than 0.5, and each position of all BSSs must be different. After all initial populations are randomly generated based on the constraints, the individuals of each population will be arrayed according to the coordinates in descending order, which will facilitate the process of crossover and mutation.
2) MUTATION
The traditional mutation method concentrates more on the changes among each number in finite dimensions. However, the individuals in populations represent the positions of BSSs. Using original mutation operators may easily lead to boundary convergence. A dynamic attractive mutation method considering the location relationships among individuals is established to generate new mutation individuals.
In order to describe the process of mutation for twodimensional individuals, three different members, p r1 (t), p r2 (t), and p r3 (t), are first chosen randomly from current populations. Next, the dynamic factor g(t) and attractive mutation operator v i,j (t) are calculated in (34)- (35) . g(t) is generated randomly from t to GEN. t and GEN respectively represent number of current iterations and total number of iterations. v i,j (t) is created after the process that p r2 (t) and p r3 (t) attract p r1 (t) in two-dimension. Typical value of F is in the range from 0.4 to 1.0.
To increase the diversity of the population, crossover operator is carried out, in which the donor vector exchanges its components with those of the current member p i (t). Two types of crossover could be used, including exponential crossover and binomial crossover. Although exponential crossover was presented in the original work of Storn and Price [63] , the binomial variant is used more frequently in recent applications [64] . In this paper, binomial crossover scheme is used which can be expressed as in (36), where u i,j (t) represents a VOLUME 7, 2019 child that will compete with the parent p i,j (t).
4) BOUNDARY TREATMENT
When the current child populations are generated, all individuals need to satisfy two basic constraints, which are location boundary constraint and individual non-repetitive constraint within each population. The location boundary constraint describes that once the individual is out of required positions, it will shrink to the nearest place as allowed. The individual non-repetitive constraint represents that once there are m (m is over 2) individuals in the same population, the other m-1 individuals of which will regenerate new positions within a small area of the origins, ultimately making individuals different. Due to coverage constraints, the small-range individual explosion will not occur.
5) GENERATING MCS OPERATORS
Due to the high complexity and nonlinearity of the problem, a direct global optimization by Monte Carlo method is unrealistic. Besides, simply increasing the numbers of iterations and population will not solve the problem of falling into local optimization. Therefore, compared with the traditional DEA method, the Monte Carlo searching (MCS) method is proposed to conduct a second optimization for some individuals in a small region. When the child u i,j (t) is obtained and one of the individuals changes within the permitted range, a better result might be found because of the randomness of initial population and crossover-mutation process. It can be achieved by MCS method. A principle sketch map is shown in Figure 4 . The MCS method includes two main steps: Step 1: Select one individual from the child population randomly.
Step 2: Generate a new individual randomly within the concentric circle of MCS boundary. The center of the concentric circle is the selected individual, and the radius is dynamic determined by initial radius and GEN. The details can be described via (37), where u s i,Sn (t) is a new generated point. As all positions are analyzed by Cartesian coordinate system, x and y are respectively horizontal and vertical coordinates. s is current search time.
6) SELECTION
To update the population, the fitness function of children and parents will be calculated. Considering the coverage degree of BSSs, it will be better when each BSS is not too close to others. Thus, a scope penalty factor F S and a proximity penalty factor F P are used to restrict locations of BSSs. Both F S and Fi Pare penalty coefficients of I C . F s and Fi P are described as in (38) and (39) .
Based on these results, the one with a larger value will survive in the next generation at time t = t + 1. The selection process can be expressed as in (40)- (41), where f (·) is the objective function to be maximized. If the child owns a better value of the fitness function, it will replace its parent in the next generation. Otherwise, the parent is retained in the next population. Hence the population is either improved in terms of a better fitness function or remains the same, but never deteriorates.
Finally, the flowchart for optimum planning of BSS is shown in Figure 5 .
V. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION
A. CASE DESCRIPTION
The actual data of Beijing City is selected as an example to calculate the EV scale by SD model and optimal location of BSSs. It is assumed that BSEV, HEV, and PEV respectively response to three vehicle types of BYD Song [67] . The leased battery price of BSEV is 458 yuan per Month. Initial values of parameters adopted in the studies are shown in Table 3 .
B. COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT EVOLUTIONAL SCENARIOS OF MULTI-TYPE EVS
After analyzing 16 recent years of car ownership in Beijing [13] and combining with a data fitting method for determining the growth rate [28] , the car ownership in the future tens of years in Beijing can be approximated with a growth rate R I (t).
Meanwhile, an optimistic scale, a normal scale, and a pessimistic scale of EVs are estimated in a region of a city [27] .
Then it is further assumed that the peak of car ownership will come in 2030. According to different growth scenarios of EVs in the future, the growths of EVs under different scenarios are shown in Figure 6 .
FIGURE 6. Evolutions of total vehicles and EVs.
After the evolution scale of total EVs estimated in different scenarios, the evolution scales of multi-type EVs are calculated by SD method, which are shown in Figures 7-9 . The evolution results of BSEVs in different scenarios are compared in Figure 10 . In these figures, although the initial amount of BSEVs is the lowest, the growth speed of BESV is obviously much faster than those of HEVs and PEVs. When the amount of BSEVs is larger than those of HEVs and PEVs, it will first happen at 2024, 2022, and 2021 respectively in pessimistic scenario, normal scenario, and optimistic scenario. It means that the faster the growth of total EVs, the earlier the BSEV will occupy the EV market. Meanwhile, PEV and HEV share similar growth speed in different scenarios. According to Figure 10 , the amount of BSEV in optimistic scenario is about twice larger than that in normal scenario, and about four times larger than that in pessimistic scenario by 2030. Therefore, a rapider development of EVs will help BSEV take the lead in the EV market earlier as well.
Besides, the proportions of BSEVs in total EV scale in different scenarios are shown in Figure 11 . According to Figure 11 , even though the scales of BSEVs among different scenarios differ significantly, the proportions will gradually approach to around 42% by 2030. 
C. OPTIMAL LOCATION OF BSSS IN THREE DIFFERENT SCENARIOS
The data of land price in Beijing shows that the land price gradually decays from the center to surroundings in the year of 2013 [53] . Meanwhile, based on 2017 investigation of land price in Beijing, the average commercial land price is about 30000 yuan per square meter within the 6 th Ring Road [54] . Combining the analysis of decaying trade with the real land price, the estimated land price of analyzed area is shown in Figure 12 . A typical traffic flow is counted by a large amount of data in Beijing [51] , which shows the traffic flows in different periods of a week. This could roughly reflect the temporal distribution of BSEV quantity. Besides, the traffic conditions in an hour on Wednesday within the 5 th Ring Road in Beijing City are recorded by traffic statistics. The numbers of vehicles within the 5 th Ring Road take about 50% percent of total number of vehicles in Beijing [52] . Thus, I re is set to 0.5. According to the analysis of energy development in Beijing city [68] , the development of renewable energy is faster than those of most cities in China. Thus, S EV is set to 1.5. Considering the competitiveness of BSEV market, I Co is set to 0.5. When individual locations in a region share the same service accessibility of BSS, the scales of BSEVs in individual locations are distributed by spatial distribution of traffic flow. The temporal and spatial distributions of traffic flow are separately shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 . Then, the temporal and spatial proportional distribution regulations of BSEVs can be obtained according to the traffic flow of total vehicles.
As the targeted region is within the 5 th Ring Road, the smallest unit for locating BSSs is set to a square with the size of 150m×150m. About 28 thousand candidate locations can be selected as construction locations of BSSs. In order to validate the value of evolutional analysis on BSEV scale, the optimal results of P An , P R,BSS , and F Loc among the SD method, linearized method, and simplified method in the pessimistic scenario are compared. It is considered that the gradient of the growth line of linearized predicted BSEV scale evolution is determined by the gradient of the tangent point in the first year, which is obtained from the predicted BSEV curve by SD method. The predicted BSEV scale is determined by ignoring the HEV in the proposed model. The predicted BSEV scales by different methods are shown in Figure 15 , and the comparisons on optimal results among SD method, linearized method, and simplified SD method are shown in Table 4 . As shown in Table 4 , the results of P R,BSS and F Loc among different models are close. However, the results of P An calculated by different methods are significantly different because of various sizes and growth speeds of predicted BSEV scales, which are shown in Figure 15 . Therefore, an accurate model will provide a more reasonable future revenue assessment for investors and operators of BSSs.
Combined with the BSEV evolutional scales predicted in three different scenarios, three optimal planning schemes of BSS locations are determined. The optimal annually converted profits and BSS location distribution are shown in Table 5 , Figure 16 , and Figure 17 . In Table 5 , the optimal results show that the optimal profits P An in individual scenarios are quite different. The major reason is that the scales of BSEVs among different scenarios differ significantly, which directly impact the revenue of BSSs. Specifically, the optimal profit is negative in the pessimistic scenario, which means it may not be suitable to promote the BSM in a slow development area of EVs. On the other hand, the optimal profits in the optimistic scenario is preferable. In optimistic scenario, I Total is the highest among three scenarios, while P R,BSS and F Loc are both the smallest. It can be explained as that once the BSEV scale is large enough, the scale of traffic flow will make up the cost of land price so that the BSS could be located at an expensive land, which owns a higher rate of traffic flow.
In addition, the distributions of BSS locations among different scenarios are shown in Figure 16 . According to Figure 16 , the distributions of BSS locations among different scenarios are not similar with each other. It means that the optimal planning of BSS locations is greatly influenced by the scale of BSEVs. Besides, no BSSs are located within the 2 nd Ring Road and more BSSs are distributed in the upper-left area in all scenarios, because the land is extremely costly or the rate of traffic flow is relative small within the 2 nd Ring Road area, the bottom area, and right area in the entire region. Figure 17 shows the proportion of BS demands in each BSS in different scenarios and each BSS is numbered according to the proportion of BS demands. The proportions of BSS number 1 in normal scenario and optimal scenario are obviously higher than those in pessimistic scenario. Meanwhile, the proportion range in optimistic scenario is the largest. After calculating the standard deviations of the proportion of BSSs' BS demand, the standard deviation in optimistic scenario is also the top one compared with those in the other two scenarios, which means the BS orientation of BSEV in optimistic scenario is the most centralized. Although the proportion of BSS number 1 in normal scenario is the biggest, the standard deviation in normal scenario is the smallest. It is because the other 9 BSSs in normal scenario own low proportions of BS demand.
Based on these optimal distributions of BSSs, the optimal results of BSS locations in each scenario are brought into the other two scenarios for cross calculation and comparison, which are shown in Table 6 . As the optimal profits show, the orders of magnitude of results in different scenarios are different. After cross-analyzing the results in three scenarios, the average optimal profits in different scenarios are calculated by leveraging the order of magnitude as in (44) . The conversion coefficient C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are calculated in (43) , which separately are set to 1, 0.361, and 0.072 according to the proportionality relationship of P An among pessimistic scenario, normal scenario, and optimistic scenario.
As the average results show, the converted average result in normal scenario is the largest, while the converted average result in pessimistic scenario is the smallest. It means the optimal location of BSSs in normal scenario is more adaptable than those in the other scenarios, when the actual scenario is inconsistent with the predicted scenario. Therefore, when making the optimal location of BSSs, the analysis in normal scenario will be more instructive and practically useful.
D. ALGORITHM COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the advantages of the proposed algorithm, three optimal methods, DEA, IDEA, and IDEA-MCS, are compared by calculating the global optimal planning of BSSs in the normal scenario. The results are shown in Figure 18 , and the computational performance among these algorithms are shown in Table 7 .
According to Figure 18 , DEA method and IDEA method quickly converge to a local optimal result because of the large scale of this problem and the selection of initial population. However, a random individual is chosen by MCS method at each iteration, which shows a stronger ability in searching a better result with a longer computational time.
Compared with DEA method and IDEA method for the optimal results and calculation time, the advantages and disadvantages of IDEA-MCS method are clear. On the one hand, the advantages of IDEA-MCS method are the fast convergence speed and strong capability in searching optimal results. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of IDEA-MCS method is the slow calculation speed. For the optimal BSS location planning problem, the superiority of results is much more important than the calculation speed. Therefore, the IDEA-MCS is valuable in calculating optimal locations of BSSs. The specific advantages and disadvantages of different methods are shown in Table 8 . 
VI. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, AND PROSPECT
A. DISCUSSION
This paper discusses the prediction of multi-type EV scales in different scenarios by SD method and presents a SR method to estimate BSSs' BS demand. Furthermore, an IDEA-MCS method is proposed for optimizing the location of BSSs under the BSM via CCAUD to achieve maximum profit. The superiorities and limitations of the proposed methods are discussed as follows: 1) Compared with linearized method and simplified method, the prediction of multi-type EV scale in different scenarios by SD method could predict the scale of a specific type of EVs more reasonably and precisely. A limitation of the proposed method is that it needs the detailed consideration of all factors, which could potentially influence the evolution of EV scales. 2) The SR method is a BS demand-based method to estimate the spatial-temporal BS demand of BSSs. It is helpful to guide the operation and dispatching of BSSs. An accurate record and prediction of spatial-temporal traffic flows as well as a reliable model of BSEV drivers' service demand are the preconditions.
3) The IDEA-MCS method shows a strong searching capability and quite fast convergence speed on searching the optimal results of BSS profits and location planning. When the computing capability is weak, the calculation speed needs to be further improved.
B. CONCLUSION
Combined with the actual data in Beijing City, the predicted scales of multi-type EVs in three different scenarios are generated. The results show that the scale of BSEVs will grow faster than the scales PEVs and HEVs in all scenarios, and a rapider development of total EVs will help the BSEV take the lead in the EV market earlier. The proportions of predicted BSEVs in the total EVs in different scenarios will be closer in the future, which is about 42%. Furthermore, relying on the BSEV ownership data and the service demand of BSSs calculated by SR method, the optimal annual converted profit is obtained and BSS location distributions are determined among three evolution scenarios of BSEVs by the IDEA-MCS method, which combines with the data of spatialtemporal distribution of traffic flow and land price in Beijing City. The optimal distributions of BSSs in different scenarios are similar over a wide range, and the distribution of BSSs' BS demand in optimistic scenario is more inhomogeneous than those in the other scenarios. After cross-analyzing the results in different scenarios, the result in normal scenario shows a better adaptability compared with those in the other two scenarios. Finally, the IDEA-MCS method is compared to traditional DEA method and IDEA method, which shows a better capability in searching optimal solutions.
C. PROSPECT
On the basis of the study carried out in this paper, the future research work will be carried out from the following aspects: 1Ąjconsidering the complexity of influence factors for predicting the EV scale, it is necessary to further improve the rationality and accuracy of the relevant modeling. 2) Based on an accurate prediction of BSEV scale, a collaborative planning of BSS location, DG location, and power grid is quite significant for BSS investors and the power grid. 3) In order to obtain accurate BS or charging demand of EVs, building a more specific and reasonable BS or charging demand model is of great benefits and assistances on electric energy management, while considering traffic data, EV drivers' demand, and some other related influences. 4) Because of the requirement of the faster calculation speed in operation process, an efficient and fast calculation algorithm method is urgently needed to deal with complex multi-objective optimization problems and ensure strong optimization capability. 
